**WHAT TO BRING**

- Camera
- Swimming gear and towel
- Sunscreen, hat and sunglasses
- Casual clothes
- Comfortable footwear
- Shoes for bushwalking and beach combing
- Insect repellent
- A light jumper
- A light weatherproof jacket

**Booking Terms**

Payment and cancellation – All prices are stated in Australian dollars and include GST. Infants under 18 months are free of charge; however, infant meals are not included. Please advise at time of booking when an infant is travelling. For credit card payments, a transaction fee may apply.

Cancellation fees – No show and 24 hours or less notice cancellation fee is 100%. 24 to 48 hours notice 50% of fare. Transfer to another Day Trip package with Megaforce Charters and Keswick Developments Pty Ltd at no fee.

Conditions of carriage – Travel is subject to our full Terms and Conditions. A copy is held in office(s) and can be viewed on www.megaforcecharters.com.au.

Transfers via plane – Space on the plane is limited. Travel via plane is subject to our full Terms and Conditions. Refer to www.megaforcecharters.com.au. Luggage limit per person is 7kg. Luggage is to be packed in small soft bag. Excess luggage fees will apply. Excess baggage is not guaranteed to fly.

Changes to Day Trips – Megaforce Charters and Keswick Developments Pty Ltd reserve the right to alter prices, dates or cancel departures, arrange alternative transport, itinerary and services when necessary. For full Terms and Conditions, refer to www.megaforcecharters.com.au.

Medical disclosers – Age and medical restrictions apply to diving activities. A medical questionnaire must be completed. Flying between Keswick Island and Mackay is suitable for divers, due to low altitude. For any other flights, divers cannot fly for 24 hours after diving and Megaforce Charters and Keswick Developments Pty Ltd reserve the right to cancel if medical conditions experienced as a result of flying after diving.

Group bookings and charters – These booking terms do not apply to large groups and charter travel. Separate booking conditions and payment terms will be provided with quotations and/ or booking confirmations.

General – Megaforce Charters is the trading name of the ownership company Construction Diving Services Pty Ltd ABN 77 334 840 782; Keswick Developments Pty Ltd ABN 88 131 811 531.
Discover Keswick

Keswick Island is truly a natural wonderland – only a stone’s throw from Mackay, it is a world of national parks and tropical rainforests, fringed by white sands and a coral reef bustling with vibrant marine life.

Join us to discover Keswick for a day.

SCENIC TRANSFERS (Mackay – Keswick Island)
Visit Keswick by sea or by air. Boat transfers take in the beauty of the water between Mackay Marina and Keswick Island (approx. 1 hour). Or for something truly memorable, opt for a scenic air transfer - the 15 minute flight showcases breathtaking scenery as far as the eye can see.

WATER SPORTS (Swimming / Snorkelling / Diving)
Experience swimming in the crystal clear water of Basil Bay - its crisp white sand and gentle shade trees make it an idyllic spot to enjoy your quintessential island adventure.

Or perhaps you’re curious about the Great Barrier Reef and all its treasures? The amazing underwater world around Keswick offers a variety of snorkel and dive sites. For experienced divers, join us to explore nearby shipwrecks and diverse dive sites showcasing some of the healthiest coral in the region. Or for those tempted to experience diving for the first time, we can show you the ropes in protected waters.

BUSHWALKS
Bushwalking on Keswick is a great way to marvel at the natural treasures that change with the seasons. You can wind through tropical vegetation, climb hills that reward you with spectacular views, or stroll along sandy beaches and fringing reef at low tide.

NATURE FIRST HAND (Bees / Butterflies / Whales)
Learn about our fascinating bees and sample their unique honey. Marvel at the swarms of vibrant blue butterflies. Spot the amazing humpback whales as they pass close by on their annual migration. And that’s just to name a few of the natural treasures of Keswick. There’s plenty more for you to discover...

So, what are you waiting for?
Choose your own adventure to explore Keswick, the treasured island.

Boat Day Trip
Adult $130pp Child $98pp*
An affordable day trip, ideal for families and groups. Spot marine life on your boat journey, and enjoy the natural wonders that Keswick has to offer.

- Full day trip
- Scenic transfers by boat
- Free time to self-explore
- Aussie BBQ lunch
- Fish feeding

*(Applicable to Boat Day Trip only. Child 0-15 years. Under 5 years free of charge for Boat Day Trips.)

Perfect for thrill-seekers or those who prefer the convenience of an air transfer. Marvel at the turquoise water and spectacular fringing reef as you fly above Keswick and St Bees Islands. You may be lucky enough to spot a whale on the way!

- Full day trip
- Scenic transfers by plane
- Free time to self-explore
- Aussie BBQ lunch
- Fish feeding

Upgrade to transfer via plane 1-way (+$300p) or both ways (+$600p). Conditions apply. Divers unable to surface fly from Keswick, due to low flying altitude.

Intro Dive Day Trip $295pp
Ever wanted to try scuba diving? Our Intro Dive Day Trip allows you to spend a day on Keswick Island, as well as experience an introductory dive in the protected waters of our beautiful Basil Bay.

- Full day trip
- Scenic transfers by boat
- Free time to self-explore
- Aussie BBQ lunch
- Training and introductory dive, gear provided (2 hrs)
- Fish feeding

Our Day Trip gives you the opportunity to explore the protected island by land and sea.

- Full day trip
- Scenic transfers by boat
- Free time on Keswick to self-explore
- Aussie BBQ lunch
- Boat diving around Keswick, for qualified divers, gear provided (2hrs)
- Fish feeding

Upgrade to transfer via plane 1-way (+$300p) or both ways (+$600p). Conditions apply. Divers unable to surface fly from Keswick, due to low flying altitude.

Combo Day Trip (Boat & Plane) $160pp
Why not have the best of both worlds? The Combo Day Trip lets you experience the boat transfer one-way and the spectacular air transfer the other. A perfect way to enhance your Keswick Island experience.

- Full day trip
- Scenic transfers by boat & plane
- Free time to self-explore
- Aussie BBQ lunch
- Fish feeding

For more information: keswickisland.com.au